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Introduction
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the fourth quarterly
report for 2021. Through engagement with our cluster members, we were able to aid in the
creation of new jobs, facilitate the partnership of multiple cluster members, and other
accomplishments aligned with the SBA RIC objectives. As you review the included information,
please reach out with any questions or requests for additional clarification.

Activities & Events
With the reopening of our economy continuing, the fourth quarter was a prime time to fully
resume our events, meetings, and in-person activities. As shown in the following writeup, we had
great engagement with our cluster this quarter through our outreach effort.

Crosstalk/Carbon Fiber 2022
In early 2021, UAMMI was asked to be a co-sponsor and co-host of the 2021 Carbon Fiber
Conference held annually by Composites World Magazine. Composites World believed that
Utah would be a good location for their conference and they felt that UAMMI had the
connections and influence to provide the local support that would be needed to make the
conference a success. UAMMI saw this invitation as a good method to promote local industry.
UAMMI also saw this as an opportunity to enhance our semi-annual CrossTalk event by
combining CrossTalk with the Carbon Fiber conference. COMPOSITES WORLDS Carbon
Fiber 2022 took place from Nov 9-11 and UAMMI’s Crosstalk followed.
Carbon Fiber 2022 put on by Composite’s World Magazine represents a major success for
UAMMI in bringing major events to Utah. The event was held over 2 days and brought over 200
attendees from the US and internationally. UAMMI was a co-host and sponsor for the event
realizing the brand benefits associated with this partnership. UAMMI generated several new
leads from this event and partnerships to assist with recycling programs. Due to the success of
this event Composite’s World has announced that the show will return to Utah in 2023.
Crosstalk was a major success as well. With over 15 presenters and 150 attendees UAMMI
discussed everything from new technologies in additive manufacturing and materials, to
workforce development programs, and business analytics processes. Government officials,
policymakers, industry executives, and non-profit leadership attended the event.
Both sponsoring organizations met several times to work out the details of the conference.
Because Carbon Fiber is a paid event and CrossTalk is free, we decided to hold them at the same
venue but to have Carbon Fiber on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday morning and then to
have CrossTalk follow on Thursday afternoon. Lunch would be open to participants from both
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conferences to further encourage participants to attend both events. UAMMI encouraged local
companies to exhibit at Carbon Fiber and this resulted in most of the exhibitors being local
companies. The Composites World people were obviously pleased with this result.
The combined conferences were co-promoted by both Composites World and UAMMI. The link
to the conference brochure is
https://www.carbonfiberevent.com/uploads/9/1/1/3/91131704/cf21_registration_brochure.pdf
and UAMMI listed both events on their website. As can be seen in the brochure, the list of
speakers at the Carbon Fiber Conference was very impressive and diverse, including some
overseas speakers (virtually attending). The topics included general overviews of the carbon
fiber market, examination of additive manufacturing for composites, trends in digital twin
technology, overview of the air mobility market, and status of composite batteries, plus others. A
special emphasis of the Carbon Fiber Conference was recycling of carbon fiber. This topic was
very well received and generated much discussion. This is a problem in the carbon fiber market
and companies are concerned about it.
The CrossTalk Conference was equally impressive, although shorter in time. However, the
speakers were key experts including the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Logistics and Product Support, the CEO of a leading Utah composite manufacturing firm, an
expert on digital thread who gave a “How to do it” session, the owner of a local company that
has started a new company in a distressed portion of Utah with a goal of providing jobs doing
advanced manufacturing (additive manufacturing). We also had a panel led by UAMMI’s
Deputy Director discussing workforce issues that was highly informative and well received. A
further feature of the CrossTalk Conference was a tribute paid to Kori Ann Edwards, COO of the
Governor’s Office of Economic Opportunity (Go Utah). Kori Ann was a founder of UAMMI and
responsible for helping to fund and give direction to UAMMI. She presented the story of
UAMMI’s founding. The UAMMI Director and CEO, Tulinda Larsen, gave a brief follow-up on
the state of UAMMI and showed how it has fulfilled and is expanding its original purposes.
Both conferences were successful in terms of attendees and the information presented.
Additionally, new contacts were made among the attendees and one company indicated to
UAMMI that they are interested in moving to Utah. The Carbon Fiber Conference had 300
attendees and the CrossTalk had 108.
The Composites World managers have already informed UAMMI that they would like to return
in 2023 and would like to use the same format combining Carbon Fiber and CrossTalk. UAMMI
accepted the offer.
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Workforce Initiative
Currently, UDMC partner UAMMI is working on hosting three different information gathering
seminars on what employers see with their current workforce and new hires. The team works in
conjunction with the Department of Workforce Services (DWS), IMPact Utah, the Utah
Manufacturing Association, Utah Manufacturing Extension Partnership, Weber State University,
Davis Tech, Ogden-Weber Tech, Davis County, and Weber County. UAMMI plans to host the
first three meetings in December with about 30 participants already confirmed.
The goal of these meetings is to gather information through polling to start to see what others in
the manufacturing industry face in their hiring challenges. At the conclusion of these meetings,
UDMC representatives will take the data, compile results, analyze, and host another workshop in
January to dive into the findings and develop our action plan/next steps.
The UDMC goal is to interact with 100+ companies to help address the problems with hiring,
retention, and showcase possible career paths.

PTAC Symposium
Our team hosted a booth at the annual PTAC Symposium in Utah. During this event UAMMI
RIC representatives engaged with current cluster members, initiated outreach with potentially
new cluster members, and interfaced with key supporting industries members (large businesses,
Government representatives, professional organization, etc.)
This was a very effective event
for our team as we had great
exposure and an ability to
engage with a large number of
key symposium participants.
We were able to add new
cluster members, provide
technical assistance to existing
members, and help foster
partnerships.
Based on the success of this
engagement we plan to attend
again next year.
Figure 1 : PTAC Symposium
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Meeting with Congressman Stewart
UAMMI gathered leaders from Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing industries, school
board, university faculty, university department heads, and economic development planners to
meet with Congressman Stewart and his team for a roundtable discussion to talk about what the
industry does, who it represents, and how we can work together to ensure its success in the years
to come. The meeting took place at Weber State Universities facility in the former USTAR
building.

Figure 2 : Cluster meeting with Congressman Stewart

Throughout the meeting,
UAMMI cluster members
shared information about
their companies and
services. Utah’s workforce
challenges mirror the
country in general and so
workforce issues were a
reoccurring part of the
discussion. Companies
pushed for a better pipeline
of talent-ready workers to
fill a wide range of open
positions. Academic
representatives echoed the

need to develop talent and identified a gap in
the public’s understanding of what
manufacturing is, what skills are needed to
work in the industry, and what education tracks
are available. The group also discussed the
ongoing challenges that required security
clearances give with workforce as our region
has a large number of aerospace and defense
jobs. The current path to obtaining a security
clearance is very cumbersome and drives a
large number of potential workers out of the
market.

Figure 3 : Dr. Tulinda Larsen & Congressman Stewart
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Figure 4 : UAMMI, Cluster members, and Congressman Stewart’s team

As the discussion wrapped, one thing was clear: It will take a public-private effort to solve the
issues of our materials and manufacturing communities. It was also very clear that Utah built the
key alliances needed and stands as an example to our nation. Our network intends to continue
this effort and to work with our leaders to prioritize programs and services that have a direct
impact on the national security of our country and the economic opportunities available in our
communities. Congressman Stewart was very engaged and committed to helping our state to
navigate the challenges and support our cluster. He was also very complimentary of the work
UAMMI does and the impact our SBA RIC efforts have with the local advanced manufacturing
and materials sector.

CAMX
The biggest show of the year for UAMMI was CAMX from October 19 through the 21st. It
kicked off with an awards show where UAMMI employees and board members received
national and international awards. UAMMI’s booth was very popular and generated over 175
new leads for the organization. UAMMI’s presence permeated the event through the halls with
our life-size cutouts of UAMMI members that generated organic social media posts and with
UAMMI associate being the musical talent during the networking happy hour. UAMMI was
joined by influential members from key organizations including Governor’s Office of Economic
Development, Economic Development Center Utah, Moreton Insurance, Powerblanket, i5
Services (CONNEX), and multiple associate cohort members.
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CAMX is the largest advanced materials and manufacturing conference in the Western
Hemisphere. This year it was held at the conference center in Dallas under sponsorship of the
Society for the Advancement of Materials and Process Engineering (SAMPE) and the American
Composites Manufacturers Association (ACMA). Nearly 4,000 in-person manufacturers,
suppliers, distributors, engineers, and researchers and close to 400 exhibiting companies were at
CAMX. There were, in addition, many who attended virtually using the new SAMPE 365
conferencing software.
In addition to the exhibition, the technical session included 100 technical papers, seven panels,
29 education sessions, and two keynote speakers. The technical session was developed, including
the selection of speakers, review of papers, and the mix of topics, by the Utah SAMPE Chapter
in cooperation with the South Texas SAMPE Chapter. The co-general chairman of the technical
conference was Dr. Brent Strong, UAMMI Chief Scientist.
Key people in UAMMI were recognized at CAMX. Dr. Strong was given the SAMPE Lifetime
Achievement Award, SAMPE’s highest honor. This award recognized Brent’s contributions over
40 years as a member of the executive cabinet for North America, as North American President,
as the principal developer of the SAMPE Global structure, as a SAMPE Fellow, as a member of
the Global Board, and as Global President. UAMMI was also pleased that George Hansen, the
founder of Conductive Composites, a UAMMI cluster member, was awarded the prestigious
honor of becoming a SAMPE Fellow.

Figure 5 : Awardees, principal speakers, and special guests at CAMX

Both George and Brent were present in the UAMMI booth for much of the conference where
they received accolades from others but also built UAMMI’s reputation as they helped numerous
companies solve problems and introduced several foreign companies to the advanced materials
environment in Utah.
The conference also provided a venue for several key Utah government people to be educated
about the important role of advanced materials and manufacturing. Dr. Strong was asked to
escort members of the Governor’s Office for Economic Opportunity, members of the World
Trade Center-Utah, and staff of the Utah Economic Development Office through the exhibition
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to introduce them to companies and key individuals and to show them materials and processes
that are important to Utah and some that Utah needs to develop further.

UAMMI Supplier Diversity Certification (SDC) program
We previously reported on the initiation work for our WBE/DBE Mentoring program. In Q4 we
rebranded the WBE/DBE Mentoring program that we launched in 3Q to the UAMMI Supplier
Diversity Certification (SDC) program and set up an information page.
https://www.uammi.org/resources/supplier-diversity-certifications
The SDC mentoring program guides small manufacturing companies through the certification
process over a 10-week period. We launched the program in September with 4 women owned
companies. This program is partially funded under Utah-MEP, with the balance under SBA RIC.
UAMMI worked with the SBA Utah District Office to deliver the mentoring.
In 4Q the 4 companies completed the 10 week mentoring. Below is the status of each applicant:
1. Vannebjorn, a soft goods product development company, has submitted the WBENC
Application.
2. Spectrum Solutions, an engineering placement company, has submitted the WBENC
Application.
3. Crockett Gear, a commercial sewing company, has submitted the WBENC Application.
4. Wumgo, a new baby carrying product, was 95% completed at the end of the 10 weeks
and was waiting on some financials to submit. Wumgo is now in the RAMP program. We
continued to work with Wumgo and they submitted the application in January.
We are waiting for the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC) to review,
conduct a site visit, and finally issue the certification, which is expected in 1Q22. As you know,
WBENC is a leading non-profit organization dedicated to helping women-owned businesses
thrive and is the designated certifying entity by SBA for certifying women owned businesses.
The following list represents a few key metrics for the pilot SDC Mentoring program:
•

Four companies participated

•

10 group mentoring sessions were held at an average of two hours per week.

•

Eight guest speakers presented resources available, including UAMMI, Women’s
Business Center of Utah, SBA-Utah District Office, WBEC-West, Utah-MEP and Utah
PTAC, plus 2 successful WBE certified firms.
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•

One company averaged 30 minutes of mentorship a week, which was what we had
planned.

•

Three companies required 60-90 minutes of mentorship, average, each week.

UAMMI continued supporting the companies and will do a coaching session prior to the site
visit.
CAMX produced multiple new opportunities for UAMMI, one of the most important of which
was an established effort to begin a unified effort to solve recycling needs expressed by UAMMI
cohort members. New connections with international and US-based companies are making this
more feasible and continue to be worked on. Contacts made at CAMX converted to attendees at
Composite’s World and Crosstalk
Next steps: UAMMI will work with PTAC and WBEC to hold regular Info Sessions in 2022
with government (especially Hill Air Force Base) and companies with set asides to present to our
4 companies, plus existing women owned manufacturing companies how to take advantage of
their programs.

Advanced Design & Manufacturing Expo (AmCon)
UAMMI was invited to host a both at this year’s AmCon. This event takes place at various
locations across the country and this year, Utah was one of the key locations chosen. Our team
attended both days of the event and hosted a booth. Over the two days, our team engaged with
both private companies and industry organizations.
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The AmCon event is
traditionally used by
companies who are looking
for new suppliers of contract
manufacturing and hob shop
services. UAMMI attended
represented a great
opportunity to not only
expand our cluster to the
attending companies, but also
to represent our cluster
members as potential sources
of supply for those attending.
With over 600 attendees at
this year’s event, our team
Figure 6 : UAMMI Booth at AmCon
had great engagement, made
contact with new organizations, and initiated work on developing new cluster partnerships.
Using our QR code lead generation technology UAMMI was able to collect over 40 new leads
and find new Utah-based advanced manufacturing and additive manufacturing companies. This
new partnership represents a growing partnership between AMCon and UAMMI.

Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) – Carbon Fiber Technology Facility (CFTF)
Members of the UAMMI Team and NEXA Capital Advisors were given a tour of the CFTF and
provided with an overview of its operations. The CFTF is a Department of Energy facility
dedicated to carbon fiber innovation. The purpose of the visit was to understand the specific of
the Facility and to identify how existing and proposed activities of the UDMC, including
creation of the Utah Aerospace Advanced Materials Center (UAAMC) and Coal to Carbon Fiber
initiative, might overlap or complement the CFTF. Merlin Theodore CFTF’s Director and Group
Leader for Advanced Fibers Manufacturing, conducted the tour.
An important observation was the uniqueness of the CFTF’s 390-foot-long processing line. The
line can be customized to various configurations that allow the evaluation of carbon fiber
precursors for eventual production-scale use. No other such line exists in the country. The
various aspects of the line from spinning to winding and packaging also allow for evaluation of
advancements in these component processes.
Attendees:
•

Merlin Theodore, Group Leader and Director CFTF, ORNL
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•

John Hopkins, CEO, Institute for Advanced Composites Manufacturing Innovation
(IACMI)

•

Joannie Harmon, Workforce Director, IACMI

•

Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director, UAMMI

•

David Beckerman, Lead Analyst, UAMMI

•

Martin Moore, Workforce Service Coordinator, UAMMI

•

Brian Lundy, Chief Technical Advisor, UAMMI

•

Michael Dyment, Founder and Managing Partner, NEXA Advisors
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Institute for Advanced Composites Manufacturing Innovation (IACMI)
White Board Discussion
The purpose of this meeting was to provide IACMI leadership an overview of the proposed Utah
Aerospace Advanced Materials Center (UAAMC) and determine where there would be
opportunities for cooperation therewith and to identify any potential conflicts. Following
introductions, IACMI’s CEO provided an overview of the organization’s funding structure,
activities, and main initiatives for the coming year. Michael Dyment of NEXA Advisors the
provided a detailed overview of the proposed funding structure of the UAAMC. IACMI provided
an overview of its funding structure. IACMI was very encouraging of the UAAMC plan and did
not see any significant areas of conflict that would prevent cooperation.
The meeting also provided an opportunity for UAMMI’s new Workforce Service Coordinator to
meet IACMI’s Workforce Director and identify areas to work jointly.
Attendees:
•

John Hopkins, CEO, Institute for Advanced Composites Manufacturing Innovation
(IACMI)

•

Joannie Harmon, Workforce Director, IACMI

•

Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director, UAMMI

•

David Beckerman, Lead Analyst, UAMMI

•

Martin Moore, Workforce Service Coordinator, UAMMI

•

Brian Lundy, Chief Technical Advisor, UAMMI

•

Michael Dyment, Founder and Managing Partner, NEXA Advisors

Defense Manufacturing Conference (DMC)
The DMC is considered the premier conference for manufacturing contractors to the defense
industry. In addition to manufacturers, the event is heavily attended by industry organizations,
academics in various advanced manufacturing and materials fields and representatives of U.S.
government agencies and military branches. This was UAMMI’s first time attending DMC, an
event which served three purposes for the organization:
Identify other potential partner organizations for the UAAMC and individuals to interview
regarding the concept.
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Provide an opportunity to meet with executives from America Makes to discuss the proposed
Utah Aerospace Advanced Materials Center (UAAMC).
Enable UAMMI to increase its industry outreach through a booth in DMC’S exhibit space.
UAMMI’s Executive Director and Lead Analyst caught up with several existing contacts,
including Dr. Cindy Waters of the U.S. Navy Surface Warfare Center and Angela Tymofichuk of
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition. UAMMI also established
many new contacts who provided important insight into the roles of various manufacturing
institutes and materials certification efforts. These included the Manufacturing Technology
Office of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, Lift (the American Lightweight Materials
Manufacturing Innovation Institute), the ARM (Advanced Robotics for Manufacturing) Institute
and the Penn State Applied Research Laboratory among many others.
UAMMI’s booth was located next to the booth of cluster member Conductive Composites,
whose founder, George Hansen (a member of UAMMI’s board) also attended. CONNEX, the
supply chain database tool which was initiated in Utah and is supported by UAMMI, also had a
booth at DMC. The three organizations helped drive visits to each other’s booths and expand
overall networking.
Attendees:
•

Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director, UAMMI

•

David Beckerman, Lead Analyst, UAMMI

•

Cathy Blomquist, Member Services Manager, UAMMI

•

Ruth Blomquist, Member Services Intern

One Utah Rural Summit
In support of Gov. Cox’s One Utah Roadmap initiative, the Economic Summit, Global Forum,
Energy Summit, and Rural Summit have combined to create a bi-annual business super-summit
called the One Utah Summit. The One Utah Summit is hosted by Gov. Cox and occurs every six
months, alternating between northern (#1UTspring) and southern (#1UTfall) Utah locations.
UAMMI co-hosted a booth with the UTAH-MEP, Dustless Technologies, and other stakeholders
to present our programs to policymakers and community leaders from rural Utah. UAMMI
representatives attended private dinners with the Association of Governor’s, national
representatives from EDA, and government leaders from multiple jurisdictions, and community
partners further developing the strong relationships needed to execute the important programs
UAMMI and our partners provide for Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing members.
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This event allowed UAMMI to promote our reshoring and economic analysis reports that have
become so important to Utah’s economic policy.
DSI Advanced Materials
This conference, in its fourth year, allows those involved in advanced material to hear
presentation from individuals in each branch of the armed services and the Defense Logistics
Agency who work directly with applied materials and related issues.
Issues covered on Day One of value to UAMMI cluster members were the opening presentation
by Dr. Vic Ramdass on providing Materiel Readiness, the discussion of continued challenges on
certifying advanced manufactured parts for Air Force Weapons Systems by Dr. Kristian Olivero,
and issues related to the global supply chain for advanced materials by Martina Johnson.
Day Two’s topics all touched on areas critical to UAMMI, but the most enlightening discussion
– and the one that generated the most response form attendees – was the panel on corrosion
prevention. This is a major area of interest for all branches; however, each branch approaches
solutions in different ways and there is less coordination between the Army and the other
services in this area. There is strong interest in streamlining solutions.
Defense Chain
The two-day conference was primarily attended by major defense contractors to share strategic
outlook regarding procurement, program management, and supply chain with all military
branches including the Space Force.
The agenda was balanced between individual presentations, including one-on-one interviews,
and topic panels. The former was primarily given by corporate executives of the major defense
contractors (several of whom also have a large presence in Utah) and key leaders at select
government agencies. They provided their main concerns and general strategies for continuing to
provide the best tools to the warfighter. Presenters included:
•

Ricky Freeman, President of Dense & Space at Honeywell

•

Stephen Timm, President Collins Aerospace

•

Dr. Bradford Tousley, Acting Vice President of Advanced Concepts and Technology at
Raytheon

•

Dr. John Tomblin, Senior Vice President for Industry and Defense Programs and
Executive Director at the National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR)

•

Thomas Whitmeyer, Deputy Associate Administrator at NASA
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Panels covered various aspects of the defense contracting industry. These included an investment
panel, an in-depth look of how NIAR manages programs on behalf of DoD branches, including
development of digital twins, and a discussion of actual current supply chain issues and the
potential for reshoring.
The networking breaks provided me an opportunity to introduce people to UAMMI and discuss
several of our on-going programs. One company, Interos, a new software platform for supply
chain management, expressed interest in learning more about CONNEX given that there might
be opportunities to work together.

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as set up and designed
program startup. We listed Information on those tools below.

RAMP
Kick-Off and Scheduling
Strategic Partners
Continued Commitment from our Master Mentor Team

CONNEX - Utah
CONNEX was launched by UAMMI in
2019 and is further populated
continuously. This custom database
tracks the complex Utah composites
supply chain and identifies specific gaps
and areas of opportunity for new business
Figure 7 : CONNEX logo
and new business services within the
cluster. CONNEX serves as a virtual collaboration center where business needs are matched with
new Utah business partners, regardless of geographic location. In a world of diverse and
geographically dispersed supply chains, a virtual tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value
of this tool is even more significant considering the rural focus of the regional innovative cluster.
CONNEX Cluster Member Outreach
During the fourth quarter, UAMMI added 8 new organizations to the CONNEX platform. 16
new users were brought onto the CONNEX platform during the fourth quarter. This is a great
indicator of organizations expanding their use of the platform. As CONNEX continues to evolve
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its capabilities, the demand for user access grows as well. This is an incredible tool for our
cluster members and key in their networking and supply chain engagement.
CONNEX Upgrades
There were no official CONNEX releases in Q3. The SBA RIC reporting tool was updated to
include key fixes and additional tools for the UAMMI RIC team. This will help us continue to
improve upon and refine our tracking of SBA performance and the needs of our cluster members.

Outreach and Marketing
Q4 2021 was the biggest quarter for UAMMI marketing and promotion as we executed the two
largest events of the year paired with multiple bids for new federal grants and the release of two
major economic reports offering insights and guidance on how to continue enhancing Utah’s
advanced material and manufacturing communities. This following report offers detail about the
marketing efforts and associated response to those activities which have positively impacted the
advanced materials and advanced manufacturing cohort, policy makers overseeing programs
associated with the cohort, and community partners who have worked with UAMMI to enhance
the industry over the last 3 months.
UAMMI participated in the following SBA-RIC outreach efforts during the quarter:

Email
UAMMI successfully executed its goal email cadence while remaining dedicated to a focused
narrative on engaging, action-oriented articles. Each newsletter and mid-month newsletter were
sent on time and delivered to a group of 1,500 contacts. Through the efforts of the marketing and
business development teams, UAMMI’s list continues to grow each month.
All corporate communication emails are sent to the full list of UAMMI cohort contacts which
has grown by over 200 contacts to 1,600+ total contacts.

Monthly Newsletters
October Newsletter – the October newsletter was a celebration of many successful bids and
events for UAMMI including events attended, economic reports delivered, and preparation for
the largest UAMMI attended/hosted shows in 2021
•

Reshoring Economic Benefits Report 2.0 - Report two-of-four in UAMMI's reshoring
analysis series provides a comparison of manufacturing costs (including parts, labor,
overhead, shipping) between Utah and overseas locations, with a particular emphasis on
China. The study provides both a line-item comparison (to the extent possible), but a
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discussion of risk including the potential exposure different variables have to economic,
political, and environmental crises.
•

SUU & Weber Awarded Build to Scale Grant - Weber State University, with UAMMI,
and Southern Utah University were awarded EDA Build To Scale Grants for new
programs to help community members innovate, build and distribute new manufacturing
products and services thanks to the Build to Scale Venture Challenge grant from the
United States Economic Development Administration (EDA).

•

U of U Researchers to Study Potential for Critical and Rare Minerals in Uinta Basin
- "This program will lay the foundation for new economic development in Utah's coal
communities." according to Dr. Tulinda Larsen, UAMMI Executive Director. Partners on
the project include UAMMI, Colorado School of Mines, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Wolverine Fuels, Utah Geological Survey, Colorado Geological Survey,
Institute for Advanced Composites Manufacturing Innovations, JWP Consulting, LLC
and Utah State University—Eastern.

•

Events Attended and Promoted

•

•

IACMI Members Meeting in Dearborn, MI.

•

One Utah Summit in Cedar City, UT

•

AmCon 2021 Conference at the Salt Palace in Salt Lake City, UT.

Events Promoted
•

CAMX 2022

•

CROSSTALK 2021

November Newsletter - This month UAMMI focused on the critical issue of qualifying
advanced materials, including composites and carbon fiber, and advanced manufacturing,
including 3D printing and digital engineering, in the qualification for use in the production of
military and commercial aircraft. U.S. peers, including China, are moving forward with
processes to use both advanced materials and advanced manufacturing in the production of
aircraft. UAMMI released a white paper, which is discussed below, that provides foundation
research to support the creation of the. Utah Aerospace Advanced Manufacturing Center
(UAAMC). The white paper was released at CrossTalk, which was part of Composite World's
Carbon Fiber Conference.
•

UAMMI Urges Innovation in Advance Materials Qualification for Aircraft - The
white paper advocates for the creation of the Utah Aerospace Advanced Manufacturing
Center (UAAMC). Within a few years, Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) will radically
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transform the movement of people and cargo for both the commercial and military
sectors. This trillion-dollar industry is developing revolutionary aircraft—lightweight,
quiet, and carbon-free—to expand mobility by using underutilized airspace in
dramatically new ways.
•

UAMMI’s CROSSTALK 2021 - UAMMI's CrossTalk 2021 was a major success and
generally great time to meet and mingle with some of the industry's most influential
members. The sessions delivered meaningful takeaways and insights about the current
and future state of the advanced materials and advanced manufacturing industry in Utah,
as well as what we are seeing at the national and international levels.

•

New Insurance Offerings - UAMMI is excited to announce new offerings available to
our cohort members provided through our partnership with Moreton Insurance.

•

Events –
•

Under the EDA Build to Scale contract, UAMMI will hold Composites 101
taught by Dr. Brent Strong on Jan 19th from 1pm-4pm

•

SAMPE - Materials Innovation & Advanced Technology Leadership Forum

December Newsletter – This month UAMMI focused on BLAH BLAH BLAH
•

Utah Manufacturing Market Demand Analysis 3.0 - Our forecast confirms that Utah
manufacturers, in terms of overall sales in 2020, came close to pre-pandemic 2019 sales
levels and has entered recovery phase more quickly than originally anticipated. These
results suggest that the joint efforts of state leadership, Utah industry, public health
officials and individual Utahans have had a meaning effect.

•

Utah awarded Build Back Better phase 1 grant - the proposal, developed by the Utah
Office of Energy Development and industry and community partners including UAMMI,
Components of the Utah proposal includes the San Rafael Energy Innovation Center, a
Smart Manufacturing Commercialization and Innovation Center, an Entrepreneurial
Ecosystem Support Center, workforce training, and other vital programs for Utah
communities.

•

Workforce Development Research Meetings - UAMMI is working in conjunction with
DWS, IMPact Utah, UMA, Utah MEP, WSU, Davis Tech, Ogden-Weber Tech, Davis
County, and Weber County to gather information through polling to understand the
workforce challenges Utah-based companies in the manufacturing industry are currently
facing.

•

Event Promotions
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•

•

SAMPE - Materials Innovation & Advanced Technology Leadership Forum

•

COMPOSITES 101 with Brent Strong

Event Replays
•

Manufacturing Council: Current Efforts in Supply Chain Resiliency

•

Day 2 - Industrial Applications & Recycling of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic
(CFRP) Composites Conference

Mid-Month Email Blasts
October Mid-Month Newsletter - focused on the UAMMI’s successful showing at the year’s
largest advanced materials and manufacturing event – CAMX 2021. UAMMI brought multiple
industry partners and customers with us to the show to present the many services, programs, and
products being made in our state. UAMMI’s efforts promoting this event were shown in the
successful acquisition of multiple title and associated sponsorships helping offset conference
expenses and allow UAMMI to enhance its conference presence.
•

UDMC Reshoring Economic Benefit Analysis 2.0 - UAMMI continues to promote this
important reshoring report that has become one of the guiding documents being used by
Utah’s Governor Cox to develop a comprehensive reshoring incentives program that.
This incentives program is currently in draft and represents a major win for UAMMI and
its SBA RIC cohort

•

New hires - UAMMI announced the enhancement of its capabilities with the hiring of an
experienced composites business owner and executive - Brian Lundy

•

Event promotion - Carbon Fiber 2021 & UAMMI Crosstalk 2021 - both events will be
hosted/co-hosted by UAMMI increasing UAMMI’s brand equity in Utah and on the
national scale

November Mid-Month Newsletter - In this mid-month newsletter UAMMI focused on
educating our contacts about SIRB/STTR opportunities to encourage greater interaction between
government and industry. UAMMI also promoted available grants that will provide important
resources for companies as they overcome the effects of COVID and supply chain challenges.
•

“UAMMI recently met with defense leaders, policymakers, and non-profit executives to
learn more about the SBIR/STTR programs. These federal programs provide over $4
billion in non-dilutive grants and contracts to small businesses working on innovative
technology. If you have a technology that you are trying to get off the ground, or need
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additional research and development funding, the SBIR and STTR programs can be an
important step to help move your technology forward.”
•

Grants
•

Small Business Employee Vaccination Grant - Using federal CARES Act
funds, and as part of Utah’s response to the coronavirus pandemic, the grant
offers employers reimbursement to provide paid time off for employees who are
otherwise not eligible for paid time off — typically non-benefited hourly workers.

•

State Trade Expansion Program (STEP) Grant - The State of Utah has
received a State Trade Expansion Program (STEP) Grant to help Utah small
businesses enter and expand into dynamic global markets. STEP is funded in part
through a Grant with the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) and is
administered by World Trade Center Utah.

December Mid-Month Newsletter - no December mid-month newsletter was sent due to the
Christmas holiday

Email Blasts
Daily Emails - were sent from the Executive Director and other UAMMI team members
providing regular industry updates, business opportunities and events. Circulation to ‘All
Contacts’ including over 1,600 contacts, local and national, with each email sent. Strategic
member-based emails were sent to 150+ cluster members for each email sent.
•

A full list of the corporate communication emails can be supplied upon request

Quarterly Legislative Update Email - UAMMI continues to send a direct email to our
legislators to share our impact on Utah’s advanced materials and manufacturing community.
This communication allows UAMMI to have a direct line of communication with policymakers
to share UAMMI’s most important activities. This communication continues to result in
responses that allow UAMMI to advance our mission and make programs a greater part of the
overall economic policy for our State. Specific topics covered in the Q4 legislative update
include:
•

Reshoring Benchmarking Analysis 2.0 (#2 of 3)

•

Urgent Need for Innovation in Advanced Materials Qualification

•

Women-Owned Business Enterprises (WOBE) certifications achieved

•

Northern Utah Accelerator (NUA) for Aerospace, Advanced Manufacturing,
Materials, and Products
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Website
•

Website visits were 2.3k for Q4 2021. This number shows the normalization of
website activity as UAMMI begins to focus event and promotion activities. The
migration to the new website will most likely affect web visits with a goal to
increase time on site, conversion measurability, and program inquiries

•

UAMMI has selected and contracted our web designer. The project will kick off
January 2022 with a goal to go live late Q2 2022.

•

Updated and maintained page web page providing essential information on
COVID-19 business support resources, Executive Director messages, press
releases and articles

•

Added all events and trainings applicable to industry cluster

•

Added new posts to support events, whitepaper, press release, and workforce
highlights

Social Media promotion (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook)
UAMMI has selected to focus social media efforts on the channel where the largest and most
engaged audience exists – Linked – giving UAMMI the best opportunity to connect and grow the
cohort. Other channels including Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube will continue to be used to
engage with our audience in ways that are aligned with the specific platforms.
•

LinkedIn
•

15+ posts / mo.
•

•

Moved from a brand post to individual team member post strategy that
will increase overall post reach to the most important connection
•

•

20%+ Growth of followers across primary channels (Facebook &
LinkedIn)

Post comments, member posts about UAMMI, and UAMMI social
engagement are all up due to this strategic shift

Overall reach, engagement, and followers have increased across all owned
channels
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Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations to target our support
to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI RIC team
continue to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster.
Please note the following summary of metrics identified in our statement of work as reportable.
Table 1
UAMMI SBA RIC Q4 2021 Key Metrics
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships 0
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster and support
industries
5
Growth in the number of small business starts in the cluster area

0

Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster
(grants, contracts, loans, and investments from public and private sources)

3,652,500.00

Growth in job creation of small businesses
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Growth in new products, services, or business lines

0

Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or
other technical assistance

18

Growth in the creation of new business, employment, or new business
opportunities in emerging markets

0

Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services
provided by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events,
matchmaking opportunities, and other convening activities

37

Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants
in the cluster, as well as the number of new technologies licensed
0
Figure 8: UAMMI SBA RIC Q4 2021 Key Metrics

While the following are only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the
UAMMI team, we believe that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team. If
you would like additional information on the following activities, we are ready and willing to
expand on the info included here.

Individual Engagements
During the fourth quarter, our team continued their direct onsite engagement with small business
members of our manufacturing community. With Covid cases dropping and the continuing
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increase in vaccination numbers, more and more companies are open to in-person visits and
engagement. These efforts are highly valuable for our supply chain. As companies face
challenges, we are a resource available to help them navigate through those events.
During the latest quarter, individual cluster member engagement includes a combination of
introductory, discovery, problem-solving, consulting, and training. The following represent a few
examples of those meetings.
1. Vortechs: UAMMI was asked to explore the technical issues of a new company,
Vortechs, that is starting in Utah. This company plans to build a plant to recycle
hydrocarbon waste like plastics, automobile recycling materials from seats and carpets,
and other industrial and consumer waste products. The technology is to use pyrolysis as
the means of converting the hydrocarbons to simple gases, liquids, and solids that can
then be sold or, in the case of the gases, reused in the pyrolysis process as fuel.
UAMMI’s chief scientist was able to explore many of the benefits and problems that
might be encountered with such a recycling process. The company has not developed any
technology for carbon fiber recycling, but we are adding the company to a list of possible
recycling companies that might come to Utah.
The head of Vortechs sent an email to UAMMI with the following message. “Thanks for
the call yesterday. I appreciate our 45-minute call on my questions regarding the
pyrolysis and recycling of plastics. I appreciate the conversation regarding which types of
plastics and hydrocarbons are most easily converted to pyrolysis oil and the issues
involved in the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons. I appreciate the input and look forward to
future conversations with some members of my team on some more specific questions
and brainstorming. Regards, Paul Burgon, Chief Executive Officer, Vortechs
Management.”
2. Lovesac: UAMMI has been exploring several ideas for using recycling carbon fiber
waste. Currently many of the companies making carbon fiber parts have no means of
using their waste and it is shipped to the landfill. There is great pressure both for
environmental reasons and also for cost reductions to find applications for the waste
material. In particular, Northrop Grumman has indicated to UAMMI that their waste
carbon fiber exceeds five tons per month and all of it is sent to the landfill. At those
volumes, it is clear that the end use must have high volume and have very low cost added
to the waste to convert it to a usable product.
UAMMI was approached by Lovesac, a furniture manufacturer, to help the company
begin manufacturing their products in Utah. Currently made in China, Lovesac has seen
shipping costs and delays rise dramatically to an unacceptable level. They indicated that
the company currently has 140 containers of finished product on the ocean. UAMMI
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believes that the framework for the Lovesac sofas can be converted from wood to molded
carbon fiber waste and suggested this to Lovesac. Somewhat reluctantly, the CEO, VP of
Product Development, and manufacturing engineer agreed to accompany UAMMI on a
tour of the Northrop Grumman facility where parts for the Airbus A-350 are made. This
is the location where the majority of the Northrop Grumman waste is generated. That tour
was held and the Lovesac people gradually became excited about the potential of using
the carbon fiber waste for their sofa framework. Obviously, some technical issues need to
be resolved, but with UAMMI connections to testing and development services at Weber
State University and general knowledge of plastics and composites, the Lovesac people
are ready to proceed.
UAMMI has involved Weber
State College in the recycling
project. It will be Weber
State’s job to mold recycled
waste carbon fiber into panels
that will be tested for flexural
strength and stiffness. In order
to pay the researchers’ time
for the project, UAMMI
assisted Weber State in
preparing a proposal to
Northrop Grumman. The
proposal was accepted and is
now funded. Work is
underway and some panels
have been molded, but not
yet tested. (See photo.)

Figure 9 : Molded recycled carbon fiber in partially disassembled mold

3. ATCS: As previously reported to the SBA, Advanced Technology Compliant Systems
(ATCS) has licensed a technology for making bullet-proof shields that deploy very
rapidly using origami folding techniques. UAMMI has helped ATCS design a
manufacturing process and find a Utah manufacturer, Kihomac, who will do the
manufacturing.
ATCS has now requested UAMMI to assist in developing a new product line. The current
product protects to an impact level 3 as determined by the National Institute of Justice
standards and ATCS has had several customers who would also like to purchase products
that protect to a level 4. Current competitors who make level 4 products do so by adding
either metal or ceramic plates to their shields, increasing the weight to over 90 pounds.
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Clearly this will not be highly portable, a feature of great value for the ATCS shield. One
possible idea that has arisen is to add graphene to the shield. We believe that the
graphene will add greater protection, perhaps even to level 4, without significantly adding
to the weight, at least not to the extent of metal or ceramic plates. However, the
development team needed technical connections and advice on graphene. UAMMI is a
member of the Graphene Council, a trade group that represents all the major graphene
manufacturers and consultants. UAMMI set up a meeting between the ATCS
development team, Kihomac, the head of the Graphene Council, and UAMMI to discuss
suppliers, manufacturing techniques, and to determine is the idea of adding graphene had
merit. The group was assured that graphene was being investigated for armor protection
by other manufacturers and so brainstorming on possible manufacturing techniques was
carried out. Some graphene producers will be contacted and brought into the discussion.
4. IsoTruss: UAMMI has worked with IsoTruss since the beginning of the company. The
company makes towers for cell phones and other communication systems. (See photo
below.) The towers are a lattice structure, very open, using carbon fiber reinforced epoxy.
This design gives exceptional strength and very light weight, thus enabling easy
installation and maintenance. UAMMI recently helped by recommending an alternate
resin used for the product (purchased from another cluster member company) and has
given material and process assistance over many phone calls and visits since the
beginning of the company. This assistance helped IsoTruss form an excellent reputation
that helped them obtain a $3,000,000 investment. A further round of investing is
currently underway and IsoTruss has already received commitments for another
$2,500,000 investment. To assist with the increased work entailed in the new work,
IsoTruss has moved into a new, larger location in Springville, Utah, and has added 27
new people (20 technicians and 7 office and engineers).
IsoTruss has just announced that a major investor in the company has recently purchased
a large cell phone company in the Philippines and has secured a major contract for
installing towers. Initially those towers will be built in the new facility in Springville,
Utah, but the towers will eventually be made in the Philippines where the workforce of
120 people is expected for the new facility. The Utah facility will still be used for
manufacturing some towers, especially outside Asia, and will also be the process and
materials development facility.
IsoTruss has recently received a grant of $100,000 from the EPA to implement
technologies to enable cell phone connections during periods of severe weather by
improving the towers and the base on which the tower sits.
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The company has also received a grant 0f $650,000 from the USDA to improve
installation techniques for towers in rural areas, thus improving rural
telecommunications. The ability to easily install the IsoTruss towers in remote locations
was the obvious appeal for the grant.
The IsoTruss CEO, Nathan Rich, commented that UAMMI has been important in helping
IsoTruss establish a good reputation for design and performance. He said, “UAMMI
helped establish the foundation on which IsoTruss was built and has helped solidify the
company’s ability to bid for these contracts.” In a recent discussion between UAMMI
CTO and Mr. Rich, several new proposal ideas were presented and new suppliers (cluster
members) were identified for fibers, general supplies, and alternate resins for special
applications.

Figure 10 : IsoTruss installation

5. UAMMI was asked to respond to questions from the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP) for input into the new National Strategic Plan for Advanced
Manufacturing. This is a nice recognition of UAMMI’s role in helping to formulate the
Advanced Materials and Advanced Manufacturing policy not just for Utah but to
contribute to the National Policy.
The questions and UAMMI responses are given below.
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a. Which emerging science and technology areas will be key to the next generation
of advanced manufacturing for global competitiveness, sustainability, and
environmental challenges?
i. Industry 4.0, including analysis of properties in actual use and predictive
methods for maintenance and end of life.
ii. Online monitoring of production quality and efficiency using vision and
other techniques, perhaps new ones yet to be demonstrated.
iii. Traditional and newly developed composite materials and innovative
manufacturing methods for these materials for both existing markets and
for drones and autos.
1. AI development and applications to advanced manufacturing
2. Advancing digital engineering applications to advanced
manufacturing processes
3. Automation of manufacturing processes
iv. Additive manufacturing of metals, plastics, composites, and ceramics.
v. Battery manufacturing and storage enhancement.
vi. High temperature materials for defense and higher efficiency power
production.
vii. Graphene and nanotechnology.
viii. Rare earths, strategic metals, and methods/materials to duplicate their
functions using synthetic materials and methods.
b. What should be the near-term and long-term technology development R&D
priorities for advanced manufacturing, the anticipated timeframe for achieving the
objectives, and the metrics in assessing progress toward the objectives?
Near-term:
i. Battery storage enhancement and efficiency improvement, timeframe is 2
years, and objectives are 10% improvement.
ii. Improvement in composite manufacturing, especially reduction in
inspection time (using online automatic inspection) and reduction in the
need for shims and other “fixes” to imperfect fit, timeframe is 2 years,
objectives are 20% improvement in utilization.
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iii. Reducing the cost and improving the lead times for making molds and
tooling for plastics and composites manufacturing using additive
manufacturing, time frame 2 years, results to be reduction of cost by 50%
and shortening of lead times by 50%.
iv. Improvement of effectiveness and reduction of cost for EMF shielding
such that all electronic devices can be easily and cheaply shielded as well
as rooms, vehicles, and personal electronic gear, time frame is 2 years,
improvement level is 20% better shielding at 30% lower cost.
Long-term:
i. Duplicating the performance of rare earths and strategic metal using
synthetic materials, 5 years, metrics will be duplication of 90% of the
critical properties.
v. Development of high temperature materials that will enable hypersonic
speeds, time frame is 5 years, capability to be withstand 1500°F for 30
minutes with less than 10% loss in properties.
c. What are examples of technological, market, or business challenges that may best
be addressed by public-private partnerships, and are likely to attract both
participation and primary funding from industry?
i. Reshoring: Establishing as a national priority with supporting programs at
the national and or state levels to provide companies with a complete and
unbiased analysis of costs and other factors associated with foreign
manufacturing and the establishment of possible subsidies in raw materials
and manufacturing initiation for start-up manufacturing of new products
and return of current overseas manufacturing. See UAMMI White papers
on Reshoring: https://www.uammi.org/resource-docs
ii. Supply-chain improvement: Reduction of the congestion at ports (possibly
by increasing the number of ports and/or connecting the ports to rail
systems leading to inland port locations, improvement of transportation
within the country especially trains and train-truck linkages to reduce
congestion on highways, use of drones for delivery to reduce congestion in
cities, expansion and standardization of supply chain software that will
permit wider visibility of domestic suppliers and link to potential
customers through innovative on-line marketplace concepts.
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iii. Certification of advanced materials for aerospace and other government
uses: The current FAA and federal requirements for certification are both
ponderous and expensive. The redundancy of requirements is probably
excessive and still can miss critical factors that need to be examined. New
rules and procedures need to be developed. See UAMMI White paper on
the challenges of qualifying advanced materials for aerospace.
https://www.uammi.org/press/crisis-in-aerospace-manufacturing-in-the21st-century/
d. How can Federal agencies and federally funded R&D centers supporting
advanced manufacturing R&D facilitate the transfer of research results,
intellectual property, and technology into commercialization and manufacturing
for the benefit of society and ensure sustainability, national security, and
economic security?
i. Some Federal agencies, especially the DoD, help to develop highly
innovative products but then refuse to allow the products to be marketed
commercially because of security issues. Some minor and widely spaced
purchases might be made by the government, but the effect of these token
purchases is not sufficient to keep the company or the technology alive. A
system of steady purchases and/or permitting private companies to use
some advanced technologies should be developed. New rules for declaring
a technology as “secret” and “not available for commercial sales” need to
be developed.
ii. Security clearances to work on defense manufacturing using advanced
manufacturing processes has limited the employment opportunities to
improve the nation’s defense manufacturing. A streamlined method of
security clearance is essential to moving forward advanced manufacturing
in the defense industry.
e. How would you assess the state of the domestic advanced manufacturing
workforce in the U.S? How can Federal agencies and federally funded R&D
centers develop, align, and strengthen all levels of advanced manufacturing
education, training, and certification programs to ensure a high-quality, equitable,
diverse, and inclusive workforce that meets the needs of the sector and drives new
advanced manufacturing jobs into the future?
i. The U.S. needs to utilize all the workforce currently present in the country
and likely to enter the country. Untapped resources include women,
especially when considering the advanced materials and advanced
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manufacturing areas. Another resource includes disabled workers,
immigrants, and refugees. These groups continue to enter the country,
legally or not, and are a potential source for employment, but need to not
be afraid to become qualified for high tech jobs.
f. How can the Federal government assist in the development of regional publicprivate partnerships to achieve greater distribution of advanced manufacturing
clusters or technology hubs, particularly in underserved regions of the country?
What outreach and engagement strategies are most useful in promoting
development in underserved regions of the country?
i. The SBA support through the RIC program and the DoD support through
the Defense Manufacturing Community Support Program are excellent
and need to capitalize on those entities currently working regionally that
are highly effectively with clusters by expanding the successful operations
to other states. A system of cooperation between underserved areas with
these successful public-private entities needs to be established.
g. How do we assess the adequacy of the domestic advanced manufacturing supply
chain and industrial base? How can Federal agencies assist small and medium
sized manufacturing companies to adopt advanced technologies and to develop a
robust and resilient manufacturing supply chain? What steps can these agencies
take to promote the development and diffusion of technology that augments
worker skills (rather than substituting for them), and ensures that manufacturing
jobs are good jobs?
i. The final measure of the effectiveness of the supply chain is on-time
delivery of the right product at the right place. The measure is simply to
ask companies to give the days of delay for lead time, the days of delay
beyond the quoted delivery date, and the % of defects found in the
incoming products.
h. Are there useful models (at the international, national, state and/or local level) that
should be expanded?
i. The Connex supply chain tool developed in Utah by i5 Services should be
nationally used.
ii. The Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) is a
public-private organization to assist advanced manufacturing and
materials that has been successful and should be expanded nationwide.
Some inquiries from other states have already been received.
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iii. The cooperative group called Utah MEP, consisting of the major
organizations supporting manufacturing in the state should become a
model for other states.
i. The current Strategy for American Leadership in Advanced Manufacturing
( https://www.manufacturing.gov/news/announcements/2018/10/strategyamerican-leadership-advanced-manufacturing) has three top-level goals, each
with objectives and priorities: (1) Develop and transition new manufacturing
technologies; (2) Educate, train, and connect the manufacturing workforce; and
(3) Expand the capabilities of the domestic manufacturing supply chains. Are
these goals appropriate for the next 4-5 years? Are there additional top-level goals
to consider?
i. Another top-level goal should be the development of domestic resources
for critical materials so that the U.S. is not dependent on foreign sources
for these materials.
j. Is there any additional information related to advanced manufacturing in the
United States, not requested above, that you believe should be considered?
i. The Federal government should enlist the support and participation of
professional societies. Groups like SAMPE, SME, ACS, etc. can and
should contribute to the establishing of goals and to the implementation of
public policy. Most of these organizations have groups of Fellows who
have demonstrated their capabilities and expertise in industry and
academia. These Fellows could be enlisted as advisors and coordinators
for the Federal agencies. Additionally, the Federal government should
support community-based manufacturing programs, such as those
developed by the American Manufacturing Community Collaborative. The
network of organizations supporting manufacturing is important to
improve manufacturing competitiveness and readiness.
6. Coal to Carbon Fiber is a project that UAMMI has been working on for several years
with good success. Fiber from coal pitch has been made and efforts are now being
pursued at the University of Utah under an EDA grant to improve the efficiency of the
process to convert the coal tars into spinnable pitch and to demonstrate good spinning and
fiber properties. A question not well answered is the potential market for this very high
modulus fiber. Therefore, as previously reported to the SBA, UAMMI was able to secure
some commercial pitch derived carbon fiber (made from oil) but with the same high
modulus expected of the coal-derived fibers we hope to make. This commercial fiber will
be injection molded in a conventional plastic (polycarbonate) and the results shown to
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Ford Motor Company, at their request. However, before the fibers can be molded, they
need to be coated with a thin protective polymer layer, a sizing, that will protect the fibers
during handling associated with the injection molding process. (See photo.)

Figure 11 :Sizing coating machine at Weber State University lab

The fibers will also have to be chopped to appropriate lengths for injection molding. To
accomplish the coating with sizing, Weber State University has built a small coating
machine and is ready to begin the coating and chopping process. A commercial injection
molding company has agreed to do the molding. In addition, as part of their improvement
of their innovation lab at Weber State, a UAMMI cluster member company, Merit
Medical, has donated an injection molding machine to Weber State. UAMMI helped
make the arrangements for this donation.
7. Carbon Fiber Waste Survey: At the request of the Governor’s Office for Economic
Opportunity (GO Utah) and as part of UAMMI’s work to develop uses for recycled waste
carbon fiber, UAMMI has conducted a survey of carbon fiber molders within the Utah
cluster. Twenty companies were called and asked to monitor their waste carbon fiber for
a month and then to convey that data to UAMMI with an estimate of the annual amount
of waste. For assistance in determining the methods that might be used in recycling, the
waste carbon fiber was group as either prepreg (uncured) or cured material. The results of
the survey are summarized in the accompanying table.
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Table 2
Cabon Fiber Waste Survey Results

21 Companies
Total Yearly Amount

Prepreg Waste (pounds/month)

Cured Waste (pounds/month)

110,385

50,955

1,324,620

611,460

Grand Yearly Total Regardless of Cure State
Largest three producers' percentage of total

1,936,560
74%

Note: Some producers send waste material out of state for recycling
Figure 12: Carbon Fiber Waste Survey Results Table

Summary
The above information is not all-inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during
the second quarter of 2021. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution
activities, the excellent event preparation, growth, use of our strategic tools, and the individual
company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides
as we support the SBA in the Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership.
Table 3
UAMMI SBA RIC 2021 Key Metrics
Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships
Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster and support
industries
Growth in number of small business starts in the cluster area
Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster
(grants, contracts, loans and investments from public and private sources)
Growth in job creation of small businesses
Growth in new products, services, or business lines
Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or other
technical assistance
Growth in creation of new business, employment or new business opportunities
in emerging markets
Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services
provided by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events,
matchmaking opportunities, and other convening activities

9
22
3
$7,967,050.00
89
7
140
3

55
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Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants in
the cluster, as well as number of new technologies licensed

3

Figure 13: UAMMI SBA RIC Q4 2021 Key Metrics
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